
Lecture in the morning covered all water formulas – the good ones, as well as the bad ones. 

Seventeen pages were devoted to the different forms of natural water. Clear answers were 

given to different waters such as "Clear Jade Water” and "Fragrant Spring”. Contrary to 

popular misconception, a Water Dragon does not mean making long drains inside the 

compound of the house. It means finding the natural river forms and building your house 

accordingly. Any sensible practitioner would know that water crossing the Bright Hall is 

"cutting feet water”. This itself is a basic violation of the Bright Hall.

After revisiting the “Four Major Water Structures”, we delved into “Dragon Gate Eight 

Formations”, Long Men Ba Da Ju, and the “Assistant Star Water Method”, Fu Xing Shui Fa. 

Water is indeed a tricky business. When do you use it? Anytime! One just has to know when to 

use it and more importantly for what purpose.

Right after class we went to a high-rise building. I already thought the previous was elegant; 

this one was even more luxurious. Obviously the building was doing well, but we had to find 

out why. We also had to find out why the rows of houses in front of the apartments were doing 

badly. In case you are wondering how we knew the houses were doing badly, the general 

house condition spoke for itself.

Lesson learned today is that Qi is useless if you are not receiving it. Even if you do live in an 

area with good Qi, not knowing how to tap into it can be a total waste of some very good 

potential. We also learned that the little swimming pool can not harm the Feng Shui of the two 

giant buildings. It was fascinating to be able to recognize the natural land formations and to 

understand how Qi is harnessed for an apartment block.
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After lunch at Mid Valley, our second audit venue beckoned – Mid Valley mall itself. This massi-

ve shopping mall complex has been a hot spot ever since it was built some years back. The 

strange thing is that for the past 20 years before Mid Valley was built, the land was a barren 

squatter area. Some remnants of these quaint, shanty houses can still be seen when you look 

beyond the river. The mall gave all of us students an idea of the potent results you could 

achieve – if you know how to tap into the landform correctly.

The Table Mountain was obvious and easy to spot. The main Qi Mouth at the Indirect Spirit, 

Ling Shen, was also detectable. The river forming a sentimental curve indicated the direction 

of the incoming dragon. We watched out for the Greedy Wolf of the area and found him from a 

window view point. Back in the Mastery Academy lecture room, we reported our findings. It is 

not easy to plan out such a large building to tap into good Feng Shui, but it is easy to ruin it.

We proceeded with the lesson highlight of the day - the "Advancing Officer Scrolls”, Chui Guan 

Pian, written by Master Lai Bu Yi during the Song Dynasty. The context is about how to qualify 

the meridian spot and dragon vein. After that we learned how to tap the landform structures 

by establishing the right facing.
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